
 
April 17, 2019 
 
Town of Mulga 
505 Mulga Loop Road 
Mulga, AL 35118 
 
Re:  Contract “C”  Mulga Water System AMR Water Billing System 
  CONTRACT NO. MU 17 058C 
  DWSRF Project No. FS010249-01 
 
ADDENDUM NO.2 
 
 The changes, modifications and/or additions covered by and set forth in this Addendum No. 2 shall 
become part of and be incorporated in the Specifications, Contract Documents and Bid Documents for the 
above referenced project. 
 
CLARIFICATION  
 

• The Town of Mulga is in the process of installing AMR meter within the year.  The Billing System 
Supplier should also include in their cost in Item No. 1 of the Proposal Form the following: 

 
 Provide two hand helds to allow the meter reader to obtain data. 

 
 AMR Interface with the selected vendor for Automated Meter Reading 

 
 Electronic update of the new meter information (meter change out) in the software to 

eliminate the CSR’s from entering the data manually. 
 

 Offsite Data Backup via the Internet every night.  
 

 Interface w/NexBillpay (Mulga’s current online payment processor they wish to retain). 
 

• In your Bid Submittal, please include the Checklist Item attached (from Section 13250 of the 
specification) and respond “yes” or “no” to each.  Should this Billing System Supplier have an 
alternative for an item they cannot meet, please note and provide supportive information of the 
alternative item. 

 
This Addendum No. 2 shall be made a part of your set of Construction Contract Documents and 
Specifications. Acknowledgment of receipt of Addendum No. 2 shall be noted in Section 00410 – Bid Form of 
this contract. 
 
 
UTILITY ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, LLC  
 
 
 
Roderick A. Hawkins 
 
RAH/dsj 
 



BILLING SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS Y / N   

The software must be able to operate on the most current Windows operating system for 

both regular workstations and the Server.   

[      ]   

Selected vendor must be capable of converting customer information from existing 

system. Conversion data to consist of all customer account information, current/past due 

balances, deposits and current reading/usage history 

[      ]   

Selected vendor to provide onsite training with a minimum of seven days onsite [      ]   

Vendor must be capable of providing secure offsite data backups  [      ]   

System must be able to run independently of an internet browser [      ]   

Software should support billing up to ten services, either metered or non-metered, flat 

rate, step rate or combinations for each account and include all charges on a single bill.  

Example:  Water, Gas, Irrigation, Wastewater, Sanitation, Fire Dues 

[      ]   

Support Read-only access to sensitive areas [      ]   

Support the ability to process up to 1,000 billing cycles and process in any combination. [      ]   

Support an unlimited number of routes per billing cycle. [      ]   

Provide the ability to process & invoice up to 50K individual utility accounts  [      ]   

Support the ability to view individual Account information as related to pending 

payments, service orders, and loans. 

[      ]   

Support the ability to enter first and last names in separate fields and allow partial name 

search 

[      ]   

Support the ability to search for pre-existing driver’s license or social security number 

prior to new account setup for person who may owe a balance or has been written off as a 

bad debt. 

[      ]   

Support the ability to have an unlimited amount of rate codes per service, per account. [      ]   

Support the ability to attach any type document, spreadsheet or image to individual 

customer's account and/or service location. 

[      ]   

Support the ability to generate and print custom forms including customer application for 

service.  Service application can be scanned and attached to the customer account. 

[      ]   

Support unique class/categories with parameters defined by the user. [      ]   

Ability to turn off and turn on individual services (water, gas, wastewater, sanitation, etc.) 

resulting in automatic, user defined, prorating of services for a specific date.  

[      ]   

Provide for displaying and/or printing individual customer account history upon request 

including but not limited to readings, billing & payment history, account notes, etc.  

Provide the ability to select all or partial account information. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to email individual customers.  Should allow for multiple outgoing email 

templates. 

[      ]   

Provision for adding unlimited notes to accounts along with ability to assign alerts, note 

life and auto-deletion.  

[      ]   

Provide the capability to transfer a Customer from one location to another as an 

automated function.  Optional transfer of deposit and usage history as well. 

[      ]   

Ability to post adjustments or other manual transactions to current, past or future due 

services. 

[      ]   

Provides security rights to be created that allows users to be granted full access, read-only 

access, supervisor access, debit only adjustments.   

[      ]   

Allow credit and deposits to be applied to accounts at any time during a billing cycle.   [      ]   
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Support the use of tenant numbers and able to trace customers throughout the system as 

they move.  The system must allow you to bill multiple customers at a single address such 

as multiple move-out/move-in combination in a single billing cycle 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to look up accounts by meter number.  The meter lookup feature 

should accept a partial meter number, displaying a list of all meters beginning with the 

numbers input by the user. 

[      ]   

Ability during data entry, inquiry, or maintenance of any data/files, to access any related 

files for inquiry.  For example, while entering a customer payment, the user should be able 

to access/edit customer account as needed. 

[      ]   

Support the ability to search customer records using a variety of key fields.  Minimum 

search fields to include the following: 

[      ]   

All or a portion of the customer’s last name [      ]   

All or a portion of the service address [      ]   

Driver’s license number [      ]   

Social Security number [      ]   

Route/Account number [      ]   

Meter Number [      ]   

Customer Class/Category [      ]   

Cycle [      ]   

Account Status [      ]   

Customer Number [      ]   

Street Name [      ]   

Account activate/de-activate date [      ]   

Owner Name [      ]   

Bank Code [      ]   

Support ability to search all account statuses (i.e. Active, Final, Vacant, New, In-Active, 

Disconnected, B-Bad Debt). 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to interact with Google Maps for service location [      ]   

The system should support unlimited transaction and consumption history.  History 

purging for transaction history and consumption history must be controlled by the user 

[      ]   

Transaction history screen should include: all debit & credits with postdate, transaction 

date/meter read date, meter usage billed, type transaction (billed service, payment, 

deposit, deposit refund, adjustment, etc.), references (check number, internal reference, 

payment source) 

[      ]   

System should allow Account numbers to be assigned to an address or individual. Should 

support ability to bill two individual customers at the same time under the same account 

number (based on service address) yet maintain separate detail. 

[      ]   

Display balances by service (water, gas, electric, sewer, sanitation, etc.) as well as current 

or past due 

[      ]   

Provide a detailed revenue and consumption analysis.  The analysis shows:  1) The total 

number of customers who fall into each rate step, 2) The total consumption within each 

step of the table, and 3) Total charges for each step. 

[      ]   

Display a minimum of 24 months reading & consumption history for each account. [      ]   

Provide the ability to include private bill comment to individual customer. [      ]   

Provide module for customer account lookup and payment processing via the Internet. 

Should interface with the Utility's existing website with minimal changes. 

[      ]   
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Should provide the ability to bill an average for sewer consumption based on user defined 

period  

[      ]   

Ability to identify and bill for sales tax for taxable items or services if the customer has not 

established nontaxable status.  These taxes must be able to be allocated to multiple 

agencies (i.e.:  federal, state, city, county) 

[      ]   

Ability to establish refuse rates based on container size, number of containers, number of 

pickups, and other similar units. 

[      ]   

Provide for unlimited rates and provides the ability to assign any rate to any meter in the 

system, not just to an account number or service address 

[      ]   

Ability to vary rate structure for different rate types for each service.  This includes the 

minimum consumption, billing rate breaks for consumption and dollars, tax rate, penalty 

amount, base charge, minimum charge and maximum  

[      ]   

Provide for flat rate billings or one-time special charges. [      ]   

Provide for billing commercial or residential container charges. This could include multiple 

containers, or a pro rata share on one container (rental). 

[      ]   

Ability to bill for residential flat rate service. [      ]   

Provide the ability to transfer static data into a Vacant Account for easy access and update 

when a new customer moves into an existing location. 

[      ]   

Provide billing for demand meters on any service.  The charge for this service can be 

calculated from a rate table using the demand reading. 

[      ]   

Print user defined messages on bills. [      ]   

Print bar codes on bills representing the customer number.  Ability to read bar codes with 

bar code scanners upon receipt of payment from customer. 

[      ]   

Provide for electronic bank draft option for customers.  Bills marked “Paid by Draft” 

should be printed for customers on bank draft. Printing of bill is optional.    

[      ]   

System must be able to generate eBills for customers who prefer electronic billing [      ]   

Ability to accommodate an unlimited number of user defined revenue category 

summaries, i.e., residential, commercial and manufacturing, farm. 

[      ]   

Ability to globally add late penalties or interest charges to delinquent accounts according 

to a flexible rate structure determined by the user. 

[      ]   

Ability to automatically generate a group of accounts to be marked for disconnect. Should 

allow for minimum balance selection based on past or current amount due.  Ability to view 

detailed account information for each customer on the screen with ability to remove or 

add additional accounts. Ability to preview and/or print report, which can be reprinted if 

revisions are necessary.   

[      ]   

Ability to allow for non-disconnect selection of accounts with payment arrangement, life 

support or other user defined note scenarios.  

[      ]   

Ability to automatically generate disconnect service orders for each delinquent account.  

Ability to transmit (send/receive) the disconnect service orders electronically to mobile 

device in the field.  

[      ]   

Ability to automatically add user defined reconnect fees when disconnect list is created.  

Ability to change account status to user defined code that indicates account in disconnect 

status. 

[      ]   

Ability to age accounts in 30, 60, 90, and 120-day increments [      ]   

Automatic printing of disconnect Door Hangers. [      ]   

Ability to produce delinquent bills for customers that have already received a final bill but 

continue to maintain an unpaid balance. 

[      ]   
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Automatically generate cut-off notices or other suitable shut-off notices after printing a 

preview report, which can be reviewed for possible revisions. 

[      ]   

Provides ability to post payments and adjustments to bad debt accounts. [      ]   

Provides the ability to adjust a customer's meter reading, usage, charges, taxes, and 

maintain a detailed audit trail of the adjustments.  The detail must contain at minimum 

dates, operators, GL debit and credit accounts, descriptions and amounts of these 

adjustments.  A minimum of 10 years of detail history shall be maintained on line. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to re-activate a previous rate without re-entering the rate. [      ]   

Provide a Rate analysis by user defined rate block structures. Report uses live data for 

realistic what-if projection reflecting rate changes and use 12 months of consumption, not 

dollars for the governing analysis. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for the user to redefine the incremental structure of the analysis, 

without program changes, as desired to meet the needs. 

[      ]   

Ability to provide user-specified and maintained rate tables. [      ]   

Provides ability to reinstate a bad debt account to the active data files without having to 

re-enter account information. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to enter meter readings at any time during the month as meters are 

read either manually or electronically.  Bills can be calculated at month end or in a cycle 

process daily or weekly. 

[      ]   

Actual reading and consumption for each meter will be determined by the number of dials 

to be read for that meter and should support a minimum of ten digits. 

[      ]   

Store date, time & read sequence of readings when captured through automated meter 

reading system. 

[      ]   

Ability to change out (swap) meters at any time.  Where meters have been changed out, 

ability to show separate individual meter readings and consumption, and to show total 

consumption and billing amount on the same bill.   Process should be automated without 

manual calculations. 

[      ]   

Ability to prorate bills for new accounts and final accounts based on user-defined 

formulas. 

[      ]   

Ability to Final a single customer or service and/or group of customers any time during the 

month. This final process automatically applies the deposit to the unpaid balance, prints a 

special register of final bills and prints the bills separately 

[      ]   

Maintain a detailed file on deposits for all customers.  Each deposit record contains at 

minimum the following:  the date, receipt number, deposit amount; applied date, check 

number and apply amount; the refund date, check number and amount refunded; a 

forwarding address and telephone number. 

[      ]   

Ability to process Deposit Refunds independent of the regular bill processing.  This allows 

for more flexibility to refund deposits and receive the amounts owed in a timelier manner.  

The system should allow the ability to apply interest accrued, apply credit and/or refund 

check by cycle or account structure.  System should provide the ability to make selection 

based on credit rating history. 

[      ]   

Ability to generate “Deposit Refund” checks for final bill accounts using laser generated 

checks 

[      ]   

Ability to calculate interest on deposits.  Interest may be applied to account, added to 

deposit, or disbursed to customer by check. 

[      ]   
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Ability to sort/print bills by zip+4 and carrier route. Ability to provide CASS (Coding 

Accuracy Support System) certification for lowest postage rate available.  Includes 

Intelligent Mail Bar-coding 

[      ]   

Supports calculation of consumption using current and previous meter readings multiplied 

by user-defined multipliers. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to selectively calculate a bill or group of bills with the system adjusting 

the totals. 

[      ]   

Ability to prorate final bills based upon user-defined criteria. [      ]   

Ability to print a detailed billing register and selective reports prior to printing bills.  These 

reports can be sorted in multiple orders and have user selected information printed. 

[      ]   

Ability to estimate consumption for a complete route or routes in the event of 

emergencies and produce bills.   Also, provide the ability to estimate bills for single 

accounts of all un-read meters. 

[      ]   

Estimated readings are flagged in consumption history to differentiate from actual 

readings. 

[      ]   

Ability to change meter reading sequence without changing the customer account 

number. 

[      ]   

Handle data transfer from multiple Automated (AMR/AMI) Meter Reading systems. This 

data transfer is handled through a pre-defined system routine for upload/download or FTP 

to/from the AMR route management software.   

[      ]   

Flexible high/low feature that allows the user to adjust the range of parameters at account 

level.  This high/low information is sent to the Automated Meter Reading system before 

readings. 

[      ]   

Allow off-cycle billing for accounts that have been disconnected in order to get final bills 

to customer’s as soon as possible. 

[      ]   

Provide a report after new readings have been posted.  Report would include: pre-billing 

charges, meter change-outs, possible misreads, reader comment and unread meters. 

[      ]   

Prorates service fees for partial month billing on initiation and termination of service.  

Prorates occur only upon user-defined services configured for prorating. 

[      ]   

Ability to bill by cycle and produce corresponding billing registers and journal entries. [      ]   

Provide the ability to adjust a customer's meter reading, usage, charges, taxes and 

maintain a detailed audit trail of the adjustments.  The detail must contain at minimum 

dates, operator, GL debit and credit accounts, descriptions and amounts of these 

adjustments.  A minimum of 10 years of detail history shall be maintained on the account 

record. 

[      ]   

Provides the ability for customers to use electronic bank drafts.  The billing system must 

generate a standard NACHA format file for delivery to banks or other processors.  

Automatically generate payment batch of current drafts for quick and easy posting. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to Finance new taps, merchandise, water leaks, etc. for a customer with 

or without interest for terms set by the utility.  This feature should automatically calculate 

a monthly payment plan as well as allow user to define.  Provides automatic billing to the 

customer a set number of times, adjusts the final payment and discontinues billing of the 

customer without operator intervention. Monthly charge must be reflected on the 

customer's bill each month.  Payment of minimum amount due should disqualify the 

customer from appearing on late or disconnect reports and notices. Must track 

installment payments on the utility bill with or without interest calculated.   

[      ]   
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Provide the ability to calculate and bill on level or average-monthly-payment basis.  This 

can be a continuous twelve-month rolling-average calculation or once calculated, billed on 

a flat basis until recalculated or removed from enrollment on level payment plan.  

[      ]   

Locations where meters have been exchanged, customer account and monthly bill must 

reflect individual meter readings and consumption, a message that the meters were 

exchanged, and total consumption and amount on the bill. 

[      ]   

Ability to handle non-utility services such as sales of merchandise, meter damage, billings 

for hydrant meters, and repairs. 

[      ]   

Support the ability to place an account on hold, resulting in the account not being billed 

until taken off hold.   

[      ]   

Allow for the cashier to modify the distribution of moneys to various services. [      ]   

Allow for multiple donation types and payment “round-up or project share" capabilities. [      ]    

Ability to produce mailing labels with Intelligent Mail Barcode.  Labels can be printed with 

mailing and or service address as needed. 

[      ]    

Provide the ability to quickly add charges to a customer’s account such as: tap fees, return 

check charge, return check fees, services charges, turn-on fees, etc.  This feature should be 

available while taking a payment from the customer and not require any type of additional 

posting process. 

[      ]   

Ability to transfer deposit(s) from one active billing account to another, as when a 

customer moves and wants the old deposit to transfer to his new location. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for CSR's to easily preview a forth coming late charge added to current 

balance for informational purposes. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to keep Owner Information on each rental unit and convert account to 

Owner as well as duplicate a bill to the Owner when bills are generated. 

[      ]   

Allow customer transfers to a new service address with balance and deposit and any other 

occupant related information to the new account. 

[      ]   

Provide for automatic account renumbering with user specified increments allowing for 

unanticipated growth. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to add multiple 'companies' and maintain separate revenue for each 

company. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for processing property liens and bad debt write off's. [      ]   

Provide ability to create and transfer current billing file(s) to third party print mail vendor. [      ]   

PAYMENT PROCESSING     

System should support payment entry in a batch process.  The system must allow multiple 

batches (Mail, Walk-in, Night Drop, Online) to be used simultaneously by more than one 

computer. 

[      ]   

Accept full, partial payments, over or pre-payments.   [      ]   

Provide the ability to pay multiple accounts with one check [      ]   

Provide the ability to accept a payment as a combination “Check & Cash” transaction. [      ]   

Must allow CSR to print 'Edit' reports that sub-total payments by check, credit cards, 

money order and cash.  Reports must be generated by a minimum of Operator, Batch, 

Sequence, Payment Date, Account and Customer number.  Allow data to be reviewed and 

corrected before the posting process. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability, with supervisor rights only, to “disallow” a late charge, before 

processing the payment. 

[      ]   
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Provide the ability to flag accounts, “CHECKS NOT ACCEPTED” when necessary. Must alert 

Cashiers at time of payment.   Requires Supervisor rights to override the flag. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to print receipts and or validate the bill stubs.  The printer must validate 

the customer and the Utility Board portion of the bill.  The validation includes: Account 

Number, Date/Time received, Operator, Customer Name, Total Amount Due, Total 

Amount Paid, and Balance Due after Payment, Amount Tendered and Change due to 

Customer or Check Number.  

[      ]   

Should have user permissions in place to limit who can create, open, and close batches.   [      ]   

System should not allow a payment batch to be posted twice.     

Provide the ability to alert Cashier when the account is in disconnect status with option of 

generating a re-connect service order from within the payment entry. 

[      ]   

Provision for endorsing the back of checks during payment entry. [      ]   

Allow Cashiers to “ADD” a service charge to the Customer’s account before processing the 

payment. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for a “Pending Payment” to be viewable by all users immediately upon 

being entered into the system. 

[      ]   

System must be capable of importing payment batches from 3rd party vendors [      ]   

Record deleted payment on the account with date/time, amount of payment, batch 

and/or operator 

[      ]   

SERVICE ORDERS      

Service order creation, completion, inquiry and printing must be accessible from the 

corresponding customer account.  Completed service orders related to a customer 

account record should automatically update the account and service line record.  

[      ]   

Provide easy service order creation (one click step) for an account by Service type.  

Multiple user defined ‘order types’ can be selected from a list with pertinent information 

already filled in even down to “work to perform”.  CSR may then add or delete information 

and then save and/or print the order to the designated printer or transfer to field device 

automatically. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for any Service Order to be reprinted or reassigned to a mobile device 

from the Customer Information Screen.   

[      ]   

Provide the ability for Users to search for existing service orders by a minimum of Service 

Order #, Rt/Account, Name, Completed Date/Time, Order Status, Employee, or Service 

Address. 

[      ]   

Provide for Service Order Automation.  For example, a Meter Change, once completed 

updates the corresponding customer and service line records.  The service and meter 

information is updated with new information collected. The previous and current readings 

will be calculated and added together during next billing process. 

[      ]   

Provide for the ability of generating Service Orders at the same time CSR’s are handling 

various “routine” tasks from the Customer database, such as: closing an account or 

service, or transferring a customer across the system. 

[      ]   

Service orders, when created,  should alert on the service order to leave the meter on or 

reactive the Owner if for Rental property  

[      ] 
 

Provide for the “Customization” of all Service Order forms including adding the utility’s 

logo to the form.  The utility can decide what pertinent information is necessary for each 

type of Service Order. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to set default rates for labor, materials, services, and equipment 

charges.  The default rates can be overwritten on individual work orders.   

[      ]   
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INTEGRATED MOBILE (Wireless) SERVICE ORDER SYSTEM     

Provide integrated Mobile Work Management system for deploying service orders 

electronically to Trimble Rugged Handhelds/Tablets or laptops out in the field.   

[      ]   

Provide integrated Service Order Manager that allows for easy organization, review and 

assignment of all service orders to field technicians. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to auto-complete user defined order types based on relation to billing 

cycle.  Ex:  re-read meter, install meter box, etc. 

[      ]   

Allow unlimited work orders and detail history. [      ]   

Provide the ability to view and or report on active and completed orders by type, date 

range, employee, etc.  Ability to determine the status of each order:  active, pending, 

completed, voided 

[      ]   

Provide the ability for an automated task to create and email a daily report of service 

orders completed for the day or a given date range. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to schedule service orders based on day/time customer is available if 

applicable. 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to group and assign active orders to field technician and/or mobile 

device 

[      ]   

Provide the ability to send/receive order information to a mobile device using wireless 

access anytime. 

[      ] 
 

REPORTING     

All reports will be previewed through a Windows-format viewer with user-defined display 

parameters.  

[      ]   

Provide the ability to print reports to PDF or Excel for archiving purposes [      ]   

Each report should include in the title the name of the report, date and time when 

printed, the date or dates covered by the data in the report, and page numbering. 

[      ]   

All reports provide for operator selectable choices to narrow the printed data to a range 

of data selected by the operator by changing the sort order, Route/account, date range 

and other criteria pertinent to the type of report. 

[      ]   

Provide (but not limited to) the following Reports: [      ]   

Detailed billing register with route and grand totals by service, class, and different 

categories that the user may define at any time. 

[      ]   

Detailed cash receipts journal with totals by type of charge (water, sewer, garbage, late 

fee, previous balance). 

[      ]   

Age Trial Balance on Demand with selection parameters:  service type, minimum balance [      ]   

System Balance [      ]   

Service List [      ]   

Service Order Report (Can print date range of service orders based on order type) [      ]   

Transaction Summary (Billing/Payments/Usage) [      ]   

Pre-Billing Diagnostic Report [      ]   

Meter Report containing 'zero usage meters' [      ]   

Customer List [      ]   

Transaction Register [      ]   

Activation Register [      ]   

Top Billing Transactions [      ]   

Usage Summary [      ]   

Payment Edit & Summary by date range [      ]   
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Late/Disconnect Register [      ]   

Deposit List [      ]   

Custom Laser Door Hangers [      ]   

Statistical Usage Analysis [      ]   
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